
PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 

 

PLEASE READ BEFORE YOU PRINT YOUR PATTERN/S 
 

 

 

 

Hi lovely quilters and crafters, 

 

A few of you are having problems with the templates in our PDF patterns printing with a black background.  

Thankfully this is uncommon and only occurs in about 1 in 100 patterns sold. 

 

This issue is a printer/computer software issue at your end. To simplify, your printer and computer software 

aren’t communicating, and the printer is reading the images as black. 

 

I’ve found, after asking a bucket load of questions, that it happens mostly on Apple devices, especially if you are 

printing from ‘preview’ or your browser window. 

 

Regardless of what platform you use, 99.9% of black background issues are solved by the following – 

 

 1. Always save the PDF file to your hard drive. 

 2. Always open the file using a PDF reader (eg. Adobe or Foxit) not your browser. 

 3. Always print from the PDF reader. Never print from your browser window. 

 4. Always print a template test page - use the draft print options to save printer ink if something      

  goes wrong. 

 5. Printing in black & white instead of colour sometimes resolves the problem. 

 

 

I do multiple test prints before I release each PDF pattern and I’ve never had a black print problem at this end  

(I print from a PC). I have tried multiple fixes but none of them work for everyone. This is a worldwide problem, 

it’s not confined to my PDF’s or patterns. 

 

I’m going to continue looking for a solution, but in the meantime I ask that you be patient. Please follow my   

instructions, keep messaging me, and as you know I always give 110% of my time to solve any problems you are 

having. 

 

toni xx 

The Red Boot Quilt Co. 

 

redbootquilts@bigpond.com 

 

 

NB. The instructions and information contained here are given in good faith, but no guarantee is given due to the  

fact we have no control over your computer and/or printer. We are not liable for the ink used when printing our patterns. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

 

 

BEFORE THE FUN BEGINS 
 

 Please read all instructions before you begin.  
 

 Abbreviations. “WOF” = ‘width of the fabric’. 
 

 Are you new to patchwork & quilting? There are many fantastic classes being run at your local quilting store. You can also 

find step-by-step tutorials on the internet  that will help you get started. This pattern is not intended to replace a class.  
 

 Requirements are based on fabric 115cm (44in) wide unless otherwise stated. Fabric requirements may differ from 

person to person due to cutting methods. If in doubt it is a good idea to purchase a little extra fabric. 
 

 Fusible webbing requirements will vary greatly between products and projects; assume you will need a lot and go from 

there! 
 

 1/4in seam allowances are used throughout unless otherwise stated. 
 

 Pre-washed 100% cotton fabrics are recommended. 
 

 Press all seams towards the darker fabric or in the direction that creates the least bulk. 
   

 Please refer to the photo of the project and the quilt diagrams to help with colour choices and layout. 
 

 I would recommend using an applique mat with all but the most simple applique shapes.     
 

 Our patterns are proof-read and made by our lovely testers but sometimes mistakes do slip by us. Please let us know if   

you come across an error so we can correct it. 
 

 This design and its instructions, diagrams, and templates are protected by copyright. They may not be reproduced by any 

process. The instructions and information contained in this pattern are given in good faith, but no guarantee is given due  

to the fact we have no control over the techniques and materials used.  

 

A NOTE ABOUT BUTTONS 
 

 I like to use buttons on my projects but they aren’t suitable for children under three (3) years of age due to them 

being a choking hazard. Replace buttons with applique or embroidery when you are making the project. 
 

 Safety eyes are available from all good craft stores. Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Backstitch Chain Stitch Blanket Stitch Running Stitch Cross Stitch 

French Knot Satin Stitch 
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